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Homeless at Christmas

Christmas time is strongly associated with home and family. A warm and safe dwelling provide
the family with the security necessary to experience the joy, peace and significance of the
Christmas celebrations. The first Christmas of over 2,000 years ago is often represented by
illustrations of the unsuccessful attempts of a young couple, expecting the birth of a child, to
find accommodation. Unless major developments have taken place since then the September
figures will reflect the extent of the reality of homelessness for 3,428 adults and 738 families
with 1,571 dependent children. The lack of social and affordable housing, unrealistic mortgage
repayments, high rents and the failure of housing policies have all contributed to these figures.
While the long and short time causes of the problem need to be addressed as a matter of
urgency it is encouraging to know that each of us can make a practical response this Christmas
to the needs of families by contributing to the appeals of the different organisations which work
directly with people who are homeless. The SVP, to mention only one such group, are currently
visiting approximately 174 families in emergency accommodation in the Dublin area.
This Christmas edition of Just.Now focuses on homelessness and related issues.
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The Housing Crisis
INTRODUCTION
As Ireland begins to emerge from the crippling
economic and fiscal crisis, a new crisis is unfolding; a
housing crisis. The consequences of this crisis can be
seen in an increase in the number of individuals and
families that are experiencing homelessness.
Official figures published by the Department of
Environment, show that there were 4,999 homeless
people in Ireland in September 2015, these include
2,448 adults (with no dependents) and 738 families
which include 980 adults and 1,571 children. The data
also showed that ¾ of the homeless people (including
adults & children) are in the greater Dublin area*.
Charities working with people at risk of or
experiencing homelessness estimate that the number
of people experiencing homelessness is actually
higher, and estimate that there are up to 5,000 people
at any one time who are homeless in Ireland.

Homelessness is more than just sleeping
rough, it is staying in
emergency hostels or shelters,
in temporary B&B accommodation,
staying with friends & relatives when
there is nowhere else to go.
Homelessness is more than just sleeping rough; it also
means staying in emergency hostels or shelters,
staying in temporary bed and breakfast
accommodation or staying with friends and relatives
when there is nowhere else to go.
While there are a number of factors that can cause or
contribute to homelessness, including relationship
breakdown and substance abuse, the rapid rise in the
cost of private rented accommodation is also

contributing to the increase in the number of people
experiencing homelessness.
This edition of Just.Now focuses on housing and
examines how high rents can put a Minimum Essential
Standard of Living beyond the reach of many low
income households.

RISING RENTS AND LACK OF SOCIAL
HOUSING
In the private rented sector demand currently exceeds
supply, which in turn increases the cost of rent.
Nationally rents were 7.1% higher in the second
quarter (Q2) of 2015 compared to the same quarter
last year. In Dublin, rent inflation was higher again
and rose by 9.2% in the same period†. The increase in
rents affects all those in the private rented sector, but
in particular those on low incomes and those in
receipt of Rent Supplement. As a consequence of
significant rent inflation increasing numbers of people
have found themselves priced out of securing
accommodation in the private rented sector or unable
to stay in their accommodation because they can't
afford the increase in their rent.
Simultaneously, there has been a marked decline in
social housing output and a substantial increase in the
number of people on housing waiting lists. The latest
data (which is for 2013) shows that nationally there
are almost 90,000 households on the social housing
waiting list, and approximately one fifth of these
households had been on the waiting list for more than
five years.
Unfortunately, individuals and families are now
finding themselves in a situation they never thought
they would be in; unable to afford a home in the
private rented sector and unable to access social
housing. Emergency accommodation is the only
option for some, but even that is insufficient to meet
current demand.

HOUSING AND THE COST OF A
MINIMUM ESSENTIAL STANDARD OF
LIVING
The VPSJ Minimum Essential Standard of Living (MESL)
research demonstrates how high housing costs can
put an acceptable standard of living beyond the reach
of many low income households.
In Dublin, in Q2 2015 the average monthly cost of
renting a one bedroom dwelling is €908.30 per
month‡. The VPSJ research shows that a single person
would need to earn €14.35 per hour (based on a 37.5
hour week) to afford the average cost of a 1 bed
dwelling and all other elements required for a MESL.
This is €5.70 above the current national minimum
wage rate. This highlights that this individual would be
unable to afford a MESL when working full-time and
earning the national minimum wage due to the high
cost of private rented accommodation.
The increasing cost of housing is placing a huge stress
on individuals and families. The VPSJ research also
shows that a one parent household with an
adolescent would need to earn €17.65 per hour
(based on a 37.5 hour week) to be able to afford the
average cost of a 2 bedroom dwelling in Dublin and all
other elements required for a MESL. The average
monthly cost of renting a two bedroom dwelling in
Dublin in Q2 2015 is €1,178.61‡. Such high costs
require earnings significantly higher than the national
minimum wage, and in this instance this household
type would need to earn €9 above the current
national minimum wage rate to be able to meet the
cost of accommodation and all other elements
required for a MESL.
However, if this household type was able to access
social housing, they would have sufficient income on
the national minimum wage to afford a MESL. In social
housing, this household would pay €58.95 per week in
rent if working and earning the national minimum
wage§. As social housing is subsidised, rent is set
considerably below the going market rate making it

affordable to low income households, and in this
instance enabling this household type to have a
minimum essential standard of living when working
and earning the national minimum wage.
The high cost of accommodation in the private rented
sector very clearly demonstrates the need for an
affordable and accessible social housing system for
low income households. While rents have increased,
most people's wages have not, and at current levels
private rented accommodation is unaffordable for low
income households, even when working. The reality is
that without access to social housing some of these
households may become at risk of being
homelessness.
Rising rents, the failure to develop sufficient
affordable housing in the social rented sector and
several years of austerity have combined to create a
housing crisis in Ireland, the most negative
consequence of which is unprecedented levels of
homelessness.
Homelessness is not only detrimental to the
individual, but to society as a whole. It is social
exclusion in an extreme form. It deprives people of
their dignity and robs children of their childhood.
As Ireland begins to emerge from the severe
economic and fiscal crisis, it is crucial that the most
vulnerable members of our society are prioritised;
those without a home. A place to call home is a basic
human right, and as a country we must ensure that
this is a right that can be readily realised by all.
Gráinne Weld, VPSJ
*

Department of Environment, Community and Local
Government, 2015. Homeless Persons – September 2015
†
Private Residential Tenancies Board (PRTB) Rent Index Q2
2015
‡
Private Residential Tenancies Board (PRTB) Rent Index Q2
2015
§
Calculated under DCC Differential Rent Scheme

Christmas 2015 - Prayer and Reflection
For Reflection
After they had left, suddenly an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream and said, “Get up, take the child
and his mother with you, and escape into Egypt, and stay there until I tell you, because Herod intends to search for the child
and do away with him.” So Joseph got up and, taking the child and his mother with him, left that night for Egypt, where he
stayed until Herod was dead. This was to fulfil what the Lord had spoken through the prophet: I called my son out of Egypt.
(Matthew 2:13-15)
“Migrants and refugees are not pawns on the chessboard of humanity. They are children, women, and men who leave or are
forced to leave their homes for various reasons, who share a legitimate desire for knowing and having, but above all for being
more….
Pope Francis
“Today, amid such darkness, we need to see the light of hope and to be men and women who bring hope to others.”
Pope Francis
‘I am unemployed since last year, having been made redundant from my job with a publishing company. It was very tough.
When you go to look at places, the first question people ask is, “What do you do?” When you have to tell them you’re
unemployed, it certainly doesn’t stand in your favour.’
Barbara
‘We’re working as hard as we can to find homes for people but more families come to us every day. We can’t do it all on our
own – we need a helping hand from good friends like you.’
Focus Ireland
“Caught between low wages and high rents, some are evicted and find themselves and their possessions on the street, with
the added cruelty that their possessions are often stolen by passers-by. Others double up in the already crowded households
of relatives or friends, creating a category that advocates refer to as the hidden homeless.”
G. Anderson, S.J.

Prayer
They are on our streets,
On buses and subways,
In classrooms, in shelters,
In doorways and back ways,
Lost, invisible, hungry, and hurting.
Lord God, give us the eyes to see
“The least of these”,
Your children without the security
Of calling any place “home”.
That single word would
Be a gift of the greatest worth,
A gift they can only imagine.
Lord God, help us remember
“Home” is more than four walls and a roof;
It is warmth in a cold time,
It is comfort in a difficult world,
It is safety for their children.
Lord God, help us know
To be homeless is a hurt to the heart;
It constricts the soul,
both theirs and ours.
As we open ourselves
To your weary children,
We open ourselves to you.
Call us all to that place of solidarity,
Call us all home, Lord God,
Call us all home.
Amen.
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